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1. INTRODUCTION, The mapping  degree in a real Banach '  space R was 
established b y  Leray  and Schauder 1) for mappings of a bounded domain D 
of R into R which are of the  form 
(1.t) y = / ( x )  = x - F(x) 
where F(x) is completely cont inuous .  This was done b y  assuming Brouwer 's  
theory  of the mapping  degree in finite dimensional  Euclidean spaces as known, 
and then using an approximat ion procedure based on the  fact tha t  to  every 
, >  0 there exists, a map  S(x)of D into a finite dimensional subspace of R 
such tha t  
(1.2) IIF(x) -- S (x) ll < ~ .  
In  the  present paper  an a t t empt  is made to develop the degree theory  
directly in the Banach space R. Here already the case tha t  ( t . t )  is a linear 
m a p  requires some consideration due to  the fact tha t  no orientation is defined 
in a Banach spaceS). Accordingly, the main par t  of this paper  deals with the 
linear case. The problem is to  assign to a linear non-singular map  (fA) an 
index i = J (/) which is + t or - -  t,  is invariant  under  homotopy ,  and + 1 if / 
is the  ident i ty  m a p  L I t  is na tura l  to  consider x--gF(z) for 0 ~ / , < t ,  or 
with ~ = / , - r  
(t.3) /~(x) = ( : t z -  F)(x) 
and the spectrum a(F)  of FI  I f  the par t  of a(F) with ~ t (2 )>  t 8) contains 
only a finite number  of points and if it is possible to assign to  each such point  
a) [6]. The theory was extended to linear convex topological spaces by Leray [6], 
and Nagumo [9]. (Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.) 
The present paper is restricted to Banach spaces. As usual the norm of an element x 
of such a space will be denoted by IIxl]. 
S) In a finite dimensional space the case of a linear map (t.t) is quite trivial, the 
degree being + l or - - t  according to whether the map (t.t) preserves the 0rientation 
or  n o t ,  i.e.,whether the determinant of  ( t . t )  is  > 0 o r  < 0.  H o w e v e r ,  i t  s e e m s  t o  be an 
ummlved problem whether in case of a linear completely continuous Banach space map 
27(#) the approximation (t.2) can be effected by a linear S. Therefore in order to establish 
the degree theory for linear maps (1.1) in the Banach space ' by  the approximation method 
one would (at least at the present state of  o u r  knowledge) have t o  u s e  the degree t h e o r y  
for non linear maps in the  finite dimensional space. 
3) .~ (2) denotes the real part of the complex number ~. 
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a positive integer m~ such fhat 
(I.4) i = ~ ,  (-- t) ~i 
i 
is invariant under homotopy4), then (1.4) will represent a suitable definition 
for the index j 5). This program is carried through in section 2. In this setup 
the homotopy theorem becomes a theorem on spectral perturbation, and, in 
order to use fully the spectral perturbation theory, we deal in that  section 
with linear maps 9 of a complex Banaeh space X' into itself. In section 3 the 
special situation is treated where X admits a "conjugation" and where, 
consequently, it is possible to define "real'! maps, Certain simplification in 
the basic assumptions of section 2 and in the definition (2.4) of the index 
can be made in this case. Section 4 deals with homotopy properties of real 
linear maps of such a space X into itself. Section 5 treats the non linear 
case in an arbitrary, complex Banach space X, but only "smooth" mappings 
(def, 5.t) are considered while the treatment of mappings with less restrictive 
assumptions is left to further investigation. The results of section 5 for 
complex spaces are in section 6 carried over to real B a n a c h  spaces R by 
imbedding them (def. 6.1) in a complex Banach space. 
2. THE INDEX OF A,LINEAR MAP IN A COMPLEX BANACH SPACE X .  Let X 
be a complex Banach space and F a bounded linear map of X into itself 
which satisfies the following assumptions A, 13, and C: 
ASSUMPTION Ai NO point  o f  ~ (2) = 1 belongs:to the  spectrum a (F) of F.  
ASSUMPTION 13. The intersection of a (F) With ~ (2) > t consists of isolated 
points, 
Before formulating Assumption C we remark first that  B together with 
the boundedness of/7 implies that  the  intersection a (/7)~ {~ (2 )>  t}  consists 
Of a finite number of points ~1, 22 . . . . .  2,, or is empty. Then, for  i = t,  2, : . . ,  r, 
let cl be the circumference of a counter-clockwise oriented circle with center 
2~and such that  ~i is the only point of a(F) inside or on c i. Let Ea~ be the 





be the range of E,,. 
(F) = (# Z - -  F)-I .  
Xa, = Eai X 
4) I t ,wi l l  be seen t h a t  these  t w o  proper t ies  are ce r t a in ly  t rue  if F is  comple te ly  con- 
t inuous.  
!) For  the  Leray-Schauder  index the  val id i ty  of (t.4) is a t h e o r e m  (cL [a~ p. 58) 
while i t  will be a definition in t h e  present  paper .  
8) [1], p. 196. 
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ASSUMPTION C. The dimension of X ~  is a f inite number  m s 7). 
DEFINITION 2.4. The index  i - - i ( / )  of the  ma pp ing  (4.t) is def ined b y  
t 
{2.4) i--i(/) = ( - -  t ) ~ " :  
The objec t  of the  present  sect ion i s  the  proof of the  following two theorems:  
TUEOREM 2.t .  Let Fo(x ) satis/y the assumptions A, B, and C and let 
(2.5)  lo (x)  = x - F o ( x ) .  
Then there exists an e > 0 o I the/ollowing property: i l  the linear bounded map 
( t . t )  satisfies 
(2.6) II/--/011 = IIF - -  Foil < e 
then F satis/ies the same assumptions as F o and 
(2.7)  i ( / )  - i (t0). 
THEOREM2.2. For 0 ~ t ~ t  let /~ (x )=x- -F , (x )  where Ft(x ) satisfies 
assumptions A, B, and C, and where in  addition F, is continuous in t 8). Then 
i ( l l )  -i(lo). 
Theorem 2.2 is an immedia te  consequence of theorem 2.1 as app l ica t ion  
of the  Heine-Borel  theorem to  t h e  in te rva l  0 ~ t ~ t  shows. The proof  of 
theorem 2A is based  on the  following lemmas 2.t and  2.2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F o satis/y the assumptions o~ theorem 2.t .  We denote by 
a + (17o) and a- (t7o) those parts o[ the spectrum a (FO) o[ F o which lie in ~R (2) > t 
and  ~R(2) < 1 respectively such that (by assumption A) a(Fo) --a+(Fo) + a - ( F o ) .  
Let O- be an open set in ~ (2) < t containing a- (17o) o), and let, [or i = t,  2 . . . . .  r e, 
c~ be counter-clockwise oriented circles defined as follows: by assumption B, 
a § (Fo) consists o/ a finite number o/ points 2% 2~ . . . . .  2 ~ ci is then a circle 
with center 2 o which lies in ~ (4)> t and such "that the closed disk bounded by 
c i contains no other point o/a(Fo). Then there exists, a positive eo such that/or 
(2.8) IIF - -  Foil < eo 
the spectrum a(F) o / F  is contained in the open set 0 which is the union o/O- 
and the open disks bounded by the c~. 
PROOF. Since 0 is an open s e t  conta ining a(Fo) the  l emma follows from 
the  well-known fact  t h a t  the  spec t rum a (F) of F depends  cont inuous ly  on Fl~ 
LEMMA 2.2. I1 F o is bounded linear and hi an isolated point o/a(Fo) then 
there exists a positive ei such that ,for all linear bounded F satislying 
(2.9) [IF - -  Foil < ei 
7) Assumptions A, B, and C are automatically satisf~d if F(x) is completely con- 
tinuous. See. e.g., [1] p. 207. 
8) I.e., for each t0 in 0 ~ t ~  t there exists toeach ~7>0 a ~ such that lIFt-- Fro <~/ 
or what is the same ~ (x) -- Fto (X) < x ~ for l t - - t  o <~.  
9) Such set 0- exists since a-(F0) is closed. 
xo) For definition and proof of the continuity of a(F), see [4] p. 118. 
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the ]ollowing is true: i/mt (F) denotes the dimension o/the range o/the pro~ection 
Cg 
and if mdFo) is finite then m~(F) is finite and 
(2.1 I) m~ (F) - mt (Fo). 
We postpone the proof and show first that  lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 together 
imply theorem1, '  using the flotations used in the formulation of the two 
lemmas, we choose 
(2.t2) e = min(e 0, e 1, e~ . . . . .  e,) 
and will show that  with this choice of e / theorem 2.1 is true. That F satisfies 
assumption A is obvious from lemma 2.1. To prove assumption B we note 
first that lemma 2d also implies that the part  of a(F) with ~R('2)> 4 is con- 
t~ined in the open disks oi bounded by the circles ci. Since there are only 
a finite number of these disks it will be sufficient to prove that for fixed i 
the intersection ai ~-'oi c~ a(F) is finite. Now by the assumption made on.F o, 
mr is finite (Assumption C). Therefore, by ]emma 2.2, mi(F) is also finite; 
i.e., the range Xr of the projection (2.10) is a finite dimensional space, Now 
at is a spectral set of Fn).  Therefore, by  a theorem of Dunford 12) at is identical 
with the spectrum of the restriction F.x~ of F to the finite dimensional space 
-'Yt and' therefore certainly finite. Thus assumption B is proved, and as- 
sumption C follows now easily: denote by 2~, 2~, . . . ,  ~,, the points of the set 
ai which just has been proved to be finite. Let o~ be disjoint circular disks 
with centers 2~ and lying m o~. Let c~ be the counter-clockwise oriented 
boundary of o~. Then 
! 
7R~ d# 1 f R,, (F) d#. 
c i j = l  c~ 
Therefore, Xt is the direct sum of the ranges X~ of the projections which are 
the terms of the right hand Sum in (2.13) and 
, i n 
(2.14) mt (F) = Z m~ (F) 
j = l  
if m}(F) denotes the dimension of X~. Since mi(-F ) has alreaay been proved 
to be finite, (2A4) implies that each ,,~(F) is finite which is assumption C. 
At the same time (2.7) follows now from (2A4), (2.11), and definition 2.1. 
I t  remains to prove lemma 2.2. This lemma will-be a consequence of four 
further lemmas. 
n )  A s p e c t r a l  s e t  of F is a s u b s e t  of a(F) w h i c h  is open  a n d  c losed  in  a(F). Cf. [1) 
p.  196, 
xz) [1] p. 197. 
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LEMIVIA 2.3'. Let B o be a, linear bounded operator on X whose bounded inverse 
B01 exists. Let B be a bounded linear operator whic h satisfies the inequality 
(2.t 5) [I B --Bo[ [ < {  [[BOX[[-/.[ 
Then B -x exists and satisfies the inequality 
(2.16) I1B'X Bo xl[ < 2 U B~:Xl[~ t[ B -- Boll. 
P~ooF. The fact that (2,t5) implies the existence of B - !  and the inequality 
(2.t 7) ]i B - 1  2 Boll]  ( [[B[1 I] It [] B -- B 0 II 
is well known ~3): But (2,t 7) together with, (2:15) obviously implies (2.t6). 
9 LE~I~A2i4: Let A o be.a lin'ear bounded operator ,on X.  L e t  C be a closed 
bounded Subset O/ the resolvent set' O(Ao) o[ 24 0. Thenthe resolvent R~(A) o~ 
A is continuous at A = Ao/or[ ~ (C ,  and the:continuity is unilorm as;~ varies 
over C. 
PROOF, As'is well known tor each x ( X ,  R~(Ao)(x), andtherefore  also 
lIRa(Ao) (x)[[, is continuous for $ (~:(Ao). Consequently, the latter real  valued 
function of ~ reaches a maximum in the closed bounded set C" atld we have 
for suitable positive M, the inequality 
(2. t6) [[R~(Ao)(X)[[<M ~ ' for ~ in C and all x ( X .  
9 B y  a well-known theorem x~) (2.16) implie s the existence of a constant M such 
that 
(2.17) [[Rx(Ao)[[<M for ~ ( C .  
Let now A be such that 
(2A8) IIA -- Aoll'< 2M" 
We have then by  (2A8) and (2A7) 
I I (~L- -Ao) . - . . (~I - -A) I I ,=I IA , - -AoI I< 1 < ~ , ' ~ . 2M 2]lR~(]/o)i.7 == 2 ! (a I  --.flo)-l[[ " 
From this inequality we conclude by applying lemma 2.3 with B o = 4 1 - - A  
B = ~ I - - A  that Ra(A ) = B -x exists and satigfies th e inequality 
lira ( A ) .  Ra.(Ao) II < 2 lira (Ao)ll e IJ B -- Boll = 2 lira (Ao) ll ~ I[A 7 Aoll 
which because of (2.17) proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5, Let C be a recti]iable curve :in the resolvent set o/ A o. Then 
fR~ , (A)d#  
C 
is continuous at A = A  0. 
x3) [4] p.  9 2 .  
1~) See, e.g., [4] p. 26~ Theorem 2.12.2. 
14" 
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PROOF. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 2.615). Let E o be a proiection whose range has the finite dimension 
too, and let E be a pro]ection [or which 
(2.t9) lIE -- Eol[ < 1 
2tlzoil : 
Then the range o[ E has a finite dimension m and m = too.. 
PROOF OF LEM~tA 2.2. Let E 0 be the projection obtained from (2A0) by 
replacing F by F o. By lemma 2.5 we can choose an e~ such that  for F satis- 
fying, (2.9) the inequality (2A9) holds with E being the projection (2A0), and 
the equality (2.iQ to be proved follows now from lemma 2.6. 
$,  REAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN A COMPLEX BANACH SPACE. In this section 
we consider "real" transformations in certain complex Banach spaces (defi- 
nition 3.3)16). It turns out that  for such transformations in the definition (2.4) 
of the index only those mi have to be considered which correspond to real 
points o f  the spectrum (Theorem 3.t). In addition, some simplifications in 
assumptions A, B, and C of section 2 are possible (Theorem3.2). 
DEFINITION 3.t. Let X be a complex Banach space with elements x, y . . . . .  






x + y = ~ + y  
Ilxll ----II~ll 
where X is the conjugate complex number to the complex number 4. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let x-+~ be a conjugation in X. The elements x for 
which x = ~ are called real (with respect to the given conjugation). 
LEMMA 3.t- Let x -+~ be a conjugation in X .  ~ Then the real elements 4 X 
(with their original norms) [orm a Banach space R over the reals. 
Tile proof consists in a rather obvious verification. We omit the details. 
LEMMA 3.2- Let x.-+ ~ be a coniugatio.n in X ,  and let R be the real Banach 
space ot the preceding lemma. Then every element x o / X  can be written uniquely as 
(3.5) x = x' + i x" 
where x" and x" are elements o[ R and i = V~- l .  
PROOF. It is easily seen that x ' =  (x+~)/2,  x"=(x-~)/2i is the unique 
couple" satisfying the requirements. 
9 DEFINITION 3.3. Let X and R have the same meaning as in lemma 3.t. 
Then a COlitinuous linear map A of X into itself or into another space with 
a conjugation is called real if 
(3.6) A (~) = A (x). 
~) For this lemma and its proof, see [10] p. 424. Lemma ,4. 
x~) Cf. the similar definitions for,the Hilbert space case given.in [11~, chapter IX, w 2, 
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LEMMA 3-3. The continuous linear map A O/ X into itsel[ is real i/ and 
only ; / i t  leaves R invariant. 
We omit the obvious proof. 
.oLEMMA 3-4. I /  A is ~eal then (i) the spectrum a(A) o/ A is symmetric with 
respect to the real axis o/ the complex ,~-p!ane and (ii) 
(3.7) Rx(A ) (x) = Ra(A ) (~). 
Px~oo~. Since a (A) and the resolvent set O (A)of A are disjoint sets whose 
union is the whole A-plane it will for the proof of i) be sufficient to show that 
o(A) is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let then 20( 0(A); we have 
to prove that J[o(0(A). By definition of the resolvent we have 
(3.8) (201-- A) Ra.(A) (x) = x for.all x ( X .  
Since A is real it follows from lemma 3.3 that for all y ( X  
( L I - A ) ( y ) = ( 2 o l  A)(y) 
and therefore from (3.8) 
(]0 1 -- A) Ra.(A)(x) = (2ol -- A) Rao(A. ) (x) =~,  
or replacing x by 
(3-9) (~o I -- A) Ra, (A) (~)=  x. 
We set now 
(3.!o) s (x) = (A) . 
S (x) is bounded and as (3.9) shows a right inverse of X01--A. Interchanging 
the two factors of the left member of (3.8) we would have seen that S(x) 
is also a bounded left inverse. ThusX01 -- A has a uniquely determined bounded 
inverse which shows that~0 is in o(A) and thus prove s i). Moreover, since 
S(x) is the bounded inverse of ~oI- -A we see lfrom the definition of the 
resolvent that S (x) = R L (A) (x). Comparison with (3A0)proves (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be real and 20_an isolated point O/ the spectrum ~(A) 
o /A  such that by the preceding lemma 20 is also an isolated point o/~(A). Let 
c o be a counter-clockwise oriented circle with center 20 and such that the closed 
disk bounded by c o contains no other point o/~ (A) but 20, and let co be tl~ counter- 
clockwise oriented circle with center ~o and o] the same radius as c o. Finally, 9 
let Xa., X L denote the ranges O/the projections 
9 t . E 1 f Rt,(a) d #, 
C o C~. 
respectively. We then claim: 
i) i/20 is not real then Xa, and X~~ are cou~ugate to each other (i.e., i / y  varies 
over Xa~ then ~ varies over XXo), and, consequently, they are o/the same dimension; 
ii) i/20 is real then Xa~ is invariant under conjugation. 
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PROOF. Since 2 varies over all of X a s  x does, X& may be characterized 
as the set of all E L (2) as x varies over X, and since X% is the set of all E% (x) 
as x varies over X, it is clear that for the proof of i) it is sufficient to prove 
(3.t2) E L (x) ----- E~, (~). 
But (3.t2) implies also ii),' for in the case of a real 2o it reads EAo(2)--Eao(X)~ 
Thus it remains to prove (3'.t2): let r be the common radius of c o and co" 
We set/~ =S0 + r eiLA ----- 20 + r e - i r  such that  /, =- ~. We then have from 
(3./t) and (3.7) 
2'ze, 2:~ 
t ' R  ' ~,(A)(x)re*~~ ~ ]-yf R~(A)(x)re'*d~ 
0 0 
o 
2 ~  
2~i f Ra (A)(2)(- -  i r  e- '~d~)  
o 
- -  c o c o  
LEMMA 3.6. Let. F satisfy the assumptions A, B, and C of section 2 and, in 
addition, be real. Let C be a simply "closed rectifiable curve which, is oriented in 
the counter-clockwise sense, lies in the half plane ~(~} >  t,  and encloses in its 
interior the part o /a  (F) which lies in ~lt (~) > t. Then the range of the projection 
* f R  (3.t3) E -- ~ - j  d# # ( V )  
c 
is o/ f inite dimension and invariant under conjugation. 
PROOF. Let ec be the part of the spectrum o (F) which is enclosed by C. 
ac consists of a finite number of points. Now/ ,  ( a c  implies/2 ( a c  by lemma 3.4. 
Therefore the points of Oc can. be written as /~:, fix .. . . .  , /# ,  ~,,  ~: . . . . .  2p 
where the u~s are the different non real points of ac and the 2's the different 
real points of ac. If then the projections Ev~, E~, Ea~ are defined as in (2A) 
we have 
(3.t4) E - - ~  (E~,+ Ep)+'__~ E~ . 
j ~ l  " ' =  
It now follows from assumption C (section 2) that the range of E is of finite 
dimension and the invariance of this range is [because of (3.14)] a consequence 
of lemma 3.5. 
THEORE~t 3.t. Let / = I - - F  where F satisfies the assumptions of l emma 3.6. 
Let ~1, . . . ,  ap be the real eigenvalues > l o /F .  Let Ear l~e the pro~ection (2A), 
and rn i the dimension O/its range. Then the index ~(/)"0/: / is givenby 
(~,.~5: i(l) = ( -  ~ ) ' ~ '  
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PROOF; As in the proof of lemma 3.6 let /A, ill; , . . ,/~,, fi, be the diStinct 
non real eigenvalues of F with real pa r t  :~1,!and E~# Eat the  corresponding 
projections. Let m'~, m~ be the ~ dimensions of the ranges'of these projections. 
Then b y  definition (2.4) 
(3.t6) i ( l )  = ( .  ~.)" 
where _ ~, 
' t 9 
s - (m~ + m::) + Y, mi.  
~=1 ' i = l  
But by lemma 3.5', m~ = m~. Therefore 
P 
s ~ ~, m~ 9 -mcd 2 
/=1 
and (3.15) follows from (3.t6). 
We wilt now show that  for real transformations the set of assumptions A, 
B, C may be replaced by the following less restrictive set of assumptions: 
Assumption A'. (1.t) is not singular[i.e., 4 =  t does not belong to a(F)~ 
Assumption B'. a(F) is discrete for 91(4) ~_t. 
Assumption C' is the same as C except that the eigenvalues in question 
may have a real part = 1 !~). 
THEOREM 3.2. Theorems 3.t, 2.t, and 2.2 are still true if assumptions A, 
B, C are replaced by A', B', C' provided F is real. 
Pkoo~', Inspectio n of the proof of theorem 3.1 and the  lemmas leading 
up to it shows tha t  these proof s with obvious m0difications still hold Under 
the new assumptions' if the curve C of lemma 3.6 is replaced b y  a simply 
closed rectifiable CurVe which encloses the part  Of a(F) ~ with ~R(~t) ~ t and 
SePs i t  from the part of;a (F) with 9t (~) < I. I t  remains to prove theorem 
2.t since this theorem implies theorem 2.2. Let [o = x:~Fo where F 0 satisfies the 
assumptions of our theorem 3.2. If 91(~)~=t contains no point of a(Fo) no 
new proof is required. Otherwise, a(Fo) contains a, finite number of points on 
91(~t)= 1 which we denote  b y  vl~ v2 . . . . . .  vq. As in the proof of lemma 3.5 
l e t  /u 1 ,  i l l , . . . , / ~ r ,  ~ar be the distinct comple x, a n d '  ~1,  - : ' - ,  ~p the ~ distinct real 
eigenvalues of F with 91 (~) >: t while a : (~ )  denotes the set a(Fo) m {~t (4) < 1}. 
Let then Ci: c'~, c7, c~ be  circles with Centers ~t i i ~, vi resp. of  the follow- 
' " " 9 . 2  9  r t  9  
ing property: if o i, oi,. o~ , o t a r e  the open . . . .  disks,,bounded, ; , by these circles 
then the closures of these disks are disjoint; for each of these closures its 
center is the only point  belonging to ~(Fo), and those of these closures whose 
centers are not on the real axis don't intersect the real axis. Let then 0" be 
an open set in 91 (~t) < 1 containing a- (Fo) and 0 be ,the union of 0-  and all 
the oPen disks defined above.' Then there exists an ~ such t h a t  
(3.17i [IF L:~Fo!l ~ 
implies 
(3.t 8) 6 (F) < 01~). 
- - i 7 )  However (because of assumption A') ~. ~ ,  cannot be an eigenValue. 
is) Cf. footnoteX~ 
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By !emma 2.2 it is possible to choose e in such a way that in addition to 
(3.t8) the equality (2.tt) holds with the mi(F ) denoting the dimensions of 
the ranges of the projections (2A0) wher the ci are the above circles with 
the real centers 2i. Now by the choice of e ?he intersection a (F) .~ { ~(~) ~ i } 
t t t  t H  
is contained in the disks o i, oi, oi, o~, and since by construction only the o~ 
intersect the real axis, the real points of a ( F ) m { ~ ( 2 ) ~ t }  are contained in 
the o~. Since F is real the points of a(F)m{~R(2)21} contained in  oi may 
be written ~i . . . . .  A~,,/zl,/6 . . . . .  /,;,, #~, where the tl's are real and the # 's  
non real. To each of these points corresponds in the usual way a projection 
and we denote the  dimensions of the ranges of these projections by m}(F), 
n~(F), ~(F).  Then an argument similar to the one leading to (2.14) shows 
that 
Pi rl 
(3.t9) m,(F) X mi(F) + X (n~(F) +~; (F ) ) .  
i=1 i=1 
But i -~ n i ( F ) - - n  i (F) since F is real. Therefore we See from (3.19) and (2.tt) that  
Pl 
mi (/7o) = ~. m~ (F) rood 2. 
i= l  
By theorem 3.1 this equali{y implies (2.7). 
REl~ARK3A. If / ( x ) = x - - F ( x )  is linear, non singular, real, and F(x) 
completely continuous, then the assumptions A', B', C' follow. For the 
restriction of f to R (cf. lemma 3.t) an index Jl(/) can then be defined by  
Leray-Schauder's method (cf. [6], section 11). I t  is easily seen that il (/) -- i (/) 
if one observes that the "degree mi in the sense of Goursat" used in I6] is 
identical with the number mi introduced in Assumption C of the present 
paper, and if one uses the "Conclusion" in [6], p. 58. 
4. I{OMOTOPY PROPERTIES. THE PRODUCT THEOREM. 
DEFINITION 4A. Let F, G be ~ounded linear real transformations mapping 
the complex Banach space X into itself and satisfying the assumptions A', 
B', C' of section 3. F and G are called homotopic if for each t in the interval 
0 ~ t ~ t  there .exists an F, which satisfies all assumptions just mentioned for 
F and G, whicl~ is moreover continuous in t and such that F 0 - -F ,  ~ = G. 
The maps  
(4A) ](x) -- x - -F(x ) ,  g(x) = x G(x) 
are called homotopic' if F and G are homotopic. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the linear bounded maps F and G be real and satis/y 
the assumptions A', B', C'. Then the maps (4.t) are homotopic i/  and only i f  
i (/) -- i (g). In particular: i (1) = + t i / a n d  only i / / i s  homotopic to the iden- 
tity map, and i (/) I i] and only ~/ / is homotopie to a map g (x) o/ the /orm 
g (x) = x -- 2 ~o (x) x ~ where x ~ is an arbitrarily chosen real element o / X  o/norm t ,  
a~d 9 (x) an arbitrary linear real ]unctionai with q~ (x ~ = 1. 
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PROOF. That  / ' ( / ) =  + t if [ is homotopic  to the identity, and/ ' ( / )  = -  I 
if ] - - g  is a consequence of theorem 3A since the index of the ident i ty  map  is 
+ t ,  and/ ' (g)  is easily seen to  be --  1. Before proceeding to  prove the  con- 
verse we need a few simple facts which we s ta te  as lemmas. 
LEMMA 4A. Let X ~ be a finite dimensional subspace o / X ,  fro a real linear 
map o f  X ~ into itsel[ and 10 the identity map oi X~ ' The eigenvalues ,Ix, ~ ,  . . . ,  
o/ ~o are supposed to be all real and > t .  T h e n / o =  io ~o is homotopic to I ~ 
PROOF. We choose the coordinate system in  X ~ in . such  a way  t h a t  the  
mat r ix  M representing ~ in this coordinate system is in the Jo rdan  normal  
form, i.e., t ha t  M is direct sum of matrices each of which contains one of the 
~t i in the m a i n  diagonal and (unless it is one dimensional) contains one 's  
directly above the main diagonal while all its other  elements are zero. We 
define for 0 ~ t ~ l  as Mt the matr ix  obtained from M by  replacing each 
by  ~(~ - - t ) + 2 t  and the one's by  t t, and b y ~  ~ the t ransformation given 
by  M t. Then ] ~ 1 7 6  ~o has the matr ix  1 ~  I ~ and is homotopic  
to/o-Io ~o. 
LEMMA 4.2. With the notations and assumptions o/ lemma 4A let N be the 
dimension o/ X ~ Then: i) i /  N is even, ]o is homotopic to the identity io; it) i [ ,  
N is odd, fo is homotopic to a map o/ the /orm g ( x ) - - x - - 7 2 ~ ( x  ) x ~ where x ~ 
is an arbitrarily chosen element o[ X ~ o/ norm I and 9(x)  a linear ]unaional 
with 9 ( # ) - =  I ;  iii) i /  X ~ is invariam under coniugation then x ~ and ~(x)  m a y  
be chosen to be real. 
PROOF. On account  of l e m m a 4A we m a y  assume tha t  ~ o =  _ I  o. Now 
it is well known tha t  in a space of even dimension the  negative identi ty ma  F 
is homotopic  to the ident i ty  map. Applying this fact to X ~ proves i), and 
applying it to  the even dimensional space which together  with x o spans X ~ 
proves obviously it). Under  the assumption made. in iii), X ~ obviously can be 
chosen realXg). We define qo (x) first for x-~ ~ x ~ by  setting ~ (x) - -~ .  Since x ~ 
is real 9(x)  is real. By  the  following lemma 4.3 we can extend ~(x) to X 
as a real linear functional. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X be a complex Banach space with a conjugation and X~ 
a finite dimensional linear subspace which is invariant under tlgs conjugation, 
and l(x) a l inear/unctional defined qn X 1 which is real in the sense o~ definition 
3.3. Then l(x) can be extended to X with the original bound L as a real linear 
/unctional. 
PROOF. Let R be the real Banach space consisting of the real elements 
of X (cf. l emma 3.1). I t  is then easily seen tha t  the intersection R x - - R ~ X  x 
is a finite dimensional linear subspace of R. Therefore we can b y  the  Hahn-  
Banach theorem for real Banach sp~ces extend l lx ) as a r e a I  valued linear 
functional to  R with the original bound L. Let now x be an arbi t rary  element 
xg) Let x * 0 be an element of X ~ If then in the decomposition (3-5) x'4 = 0 we set 
x ~  (x+~) / l lx+~ . If x'=O w e  replace x b y  ix. 
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of X. By lemma 3.2 we can write uniquely 
X = x' + i x "  (x', x " ( R ) .  
We then define 
Z (x) = Z(x') + i l (x" ) .  
It  is a matter of simple computation t o  verify first the additivity Of l(x) and' 
then the equality l (~x) = ~ l (x) for arbitrary complex ~. T O prove the bounded- 
ness of I(X) with the same "bound L, le t  
l ( x ) = [ l ( x ) l e  -i~, y = x e i ~ = y ' + i y  '' with y ' , y " ( R .  
Then 
[l(x)l = z(xe '~) = l(y) = l (y ' )  + i l ( y " ) .  
Since l(y'), l(y") are real numbers a n d  y' ( R ,  this implies 
It(x)l-" l(y') ~LIIY'I[ LilY + Y  II/2_~L ][y] + [!y]! --  LIIyll = LlIxll. 
2 
Finally, it is immediately verified that  l(x) is real, i.e,., satisfies l (~)=/--~.  
LE~MA 4.4. Let X be the direct sum o/ the subspaces X ~ and X!, and E ~ 
and E 1 the proiections o[ X onto X ~ and X a resp. Let G i be a bo~inded linear 
map o / X  i into itsel/ (i-=0, t ) :  De]ine /or x (  X the map G ( x ) = G ~ 1 7 6  
CPEI(X). Then a(G) is the union o /a (G  ~ and a(GX). 
PROOF. SinCe for any bounded transformation T the spectrum a ( T ) a n d  
the resolvent set o(T)  are complimentary sets (with respect to the whole 2- 
plane) the statement of the lemma is equivalent to the equality 
o (G) = e (GO) ~ q (~1). 
: But this equality is easily derived from the fact the equation 2 x - -  G (x) = y 
is equivalent to the pair of equations for x~  and xl=EX(x)  
~ x 0 -  GO(xO) = EO(y), ~x  ~ -  G~(x ~) = E~(y) 
together With the theorem~ ~ that an everywhere defined inverse of an every- 
where defined bounded linear transformation is itself bounded. 
We now return to the proof Of theorem 4.1.. Le t / ,0  and/ ,a  be two simply 
closed rectifiable and disjoint curves oriented in the counter clockwise sense 
Of the following properties: i) they lie in the resolvent set 0 (F) of F ;  ii) the 
open domains 'D ~ and D ~ bounded'  by  them are disjoint; iii) let a ~ be the 
part of a(F) which is real and > / ;  then there exists an interval of the real 
axis which contains the point 2-----2 and a ~ and which itself is  contained in 
DO; iv) a ~ = a ( F ) - - a  ~ lies in DL We set 
(4:2) FO - , f l f ~ 2~V-:~ ,  ~ , R . ( F )  a~, ,  F I _  R . ( F )  a~, 
, 2 ~ V _ i  9 . . . .  . 
I o  F t  
Fo ~ 
(4.4) X ~ = E~ X ,  X 1 = E 1X. 
so) See e.g. [4], p. 29, Corollary. 
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Then, as well known*:),  F ~ leaves X ~ F 1 leaves X 1 invar iant ,  the  restriction 
fro of F ~ t o  X ~ has a ~ as its spect rum,  and X is the  direct sum of X ~ and  X:. 
~a ~ consists b y  assumpt ion  of a finite number  of points  21, ., 2,.  I f  m~ is 
the  ffimension of the  r ange  of the  project ion (2. t)  a r /d  N the  dimension of X ~ 
compar ison of (2.1) wi th  (4.3) and  (4.4) shows tha t  N - - ~  ms. Consequently,  
we see f rom theorems 3.1, 3.2 t ha t  i=: 
(4.5) i(/) - (  t) N. 
Now X ~ is invar ian t  under  conjugat ion b y  l emma  3.6 and fro satisfies the 
assumpt ions  of lemma4.22*).  Therefore there  exists for 0 ~ t ~ t  a m a p  fit ~ 
of X ~ into ' i tself  (Satisfyi/~g A',  B' ,  C') such t h a t  F o ~  ~ while 
x if N is even 
(4.6) ~'o (x) - -  x - -  ~ o  (x)  = 
x ~ - 2 9 ( x )  x ~ if N is odd 
where x ~ q~ are as in l emma  4.2. Let  n o w f f :  be  the  m a p  F :  [defined in (4.2)] 
restr ic ted to X 1, and ~ : - - ( 1  t )ff  x for 0 _ ~ t ~ l .  The  spec t rum a(/~:) o f ~  1 
is obta ined  in mul t ip lying the  points  of a (FX) b y  t - -  t, and since the  real points  
of a (~1) ._  a (F 1) are i n  t he  half  p lane R (2) < 1 and ~1 satisfies A',  B' ,  C',  it 
follows easily t h a t  also F,: satisfies A',  B~, C'. We now define for a rb i t r a ry  
x in X 
F t (X) - - .G ~ E~  4- ~ :  E l ( x ) .  
Since b y  l emma  4.4, a(F~) is t he  union of a (~o) and (g:) it follows tha t  F, 
satisfies assumpt ions  A',  B' ,  C ' ,  and  /(x) - -  x - - F ( x )  -:- x - -  Fo(x ) is b y  (:4.6) 
seen to be homotopic  to  
/~(x) = x F~(~) = (EO(~) s  + E : (~)  - -  l'~EO(x) -,,_ E'(x) 
= x  if N i s  even 
- : - x - - 2 q 0 ( x )  x ~ if N is odd. 
I t  remains  to  prove  t ha t  x ~ and ~ (x) can be chosen arbi t rar i ly  subject  to the  
conditions of  real i ty  and to 
(4.7) l x ~  1, ~ (x ~ - :  1, 
i.e., we have  to show: if 
I(X) - -  x 2~0-(x) x~ g(x)  - -  x - -  2v2(x ) yO 
where x ~ yO are real elements  of X and 9(x),  ~p(x) real linear functionals 
sat isfying (4:7.) and 
(4,8) IlY~ 1, ~o(y0) - -  t ,  
then  ! a n c t  g are homotopic.  We dist ingmsh two cases: 
CASE t.  x ~ and  yO are l inearly dependent:  In  this case yO= e x o Where 
because of (4.7), (4.8), e is a complex n u m b e r  of absolute value t .  Then 
z:) [1], p. 197. 
.~z) T h a t / ~  is real follows from the assumption that t7 is the real since/~ is the re- 
striction of F to X ~ 
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~ ( x ) y ~  ~ if v~ (x) is defined as ~v(ex), and ~ ( x  ~ =~v(ex  ~ = ~ ( y 0 ) = t ,  
which shows tha t  we m a y  assume tha t  e = t ,  i.e., yO= x o. With  this assump-  
t ion we set ~ (x) = ( t -  t) 9o (x) + t ~ (x) for 0 ~ t ~ t .  We note  t ha t  9t (x~ = t 
and t ha t  therefore the  spec t rum of F t (x) = 2 qt(x) x ~ consists of t h e ' p o i n t s  
~ = 0  and X = 2 ,  and t h a t  the range of the  projection belonging to ~ = 2  is 
of dimension t .  Therefore F,(x) satisfies A',  B' ,  C'. Moreover, with It ( x ) =  
x--Ft(x)  we h a v e / 0 = / ,  /1----g. Thus / and g are homotopic  in the  sense o f  
definition 4.1. 
CASE 2. X 0 and yO are l inearly independent .  Le t  X 2 be  the  subspace of 
X spanned b y  x ~ and y0, and E 2 a real projection with range X 2 2a). Le t  for 
x (  X 2, ~t(x) be a ro ta t ion  about  the  origin such t ha t  ~o(x ~ = x ~ ~x(x ~ = y0 24), 
let rt=~t/[l~tN, and let the  extension of r t to  all of X be defined b y  
r~(x) = x - -  E~(x / + r , (E2(x)) .  
Moreover, set 
~Ot(X ) = ~ ( r ~ - I ( x ) ) ,  l~t(X) = 2(pt(X) r t ( x ~  
I f  one observes tha t  9t (rt ( x ~  9 (x~ ----!, it is easily seen tha t  the  spec t rum 
of F t consists of the  points  ~ = 0 and ~ = 2, and t ha t  F, satisfies A',  B',  C'. 
Therefore set t ing / t (x)= x--Ft(X ) shows tha t  ].(x) is homotopic  to h ( x ) =  
x - - 2 q l ( x )  yO since rx(x ~ = yO. To see finally t ha t  h is homotopic  to g we 
have  only to notice tha t  we are now in case t 2s). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X be a complex Banach space with a conjugation, and X# 
a p-dimensional linear subspace which is invariant under this conjugation (p a 
-finite integer). Then there exists a real projection Ep o / X  whose range is Xp 
(c[. definition 3.3). 
PROOF. Without  the real i ty  requirement  E~ may,  according to  Mackey2r 
be constructed as follows: let x 1, x 2 . . . . .  xp be a base for Xp. Then for 
/ = t  . . . . .  p the  coefficient ]i(x) of x i in the representat ion of an element x 
of  X as linear combinat ion  of xx . . . . .  xp is a linear functional  on Xp which 
m a y  be extended to X. Calling the  extension again [i (x), it turns  out tha t  
.f, 
E p ( x ) = X x j b ( x  ) is a project ion with range X~. We will now show t h a t  
i=1 
with a proper  choice of the  basis x~ . . . . .  xp, Ep is real. We will prove  first 
t ha t  it is possible to  construct  a basis of real elements:  let x # 0 be an element 
of Xp; then  b y  assumpt ion  ~<  Xp, and therefore x + ~ and (x--~)/ i  are real 
element of Xp at  least one of t hem not  being the zero element. Thus  if q 
denotes t h e  max ima l  number  of real elements  of X~ which are l inearly in- 
dependent  (with respect  to complex n u m b e r s ) t h e n  q ~ l .  We will prove  
q = p :  let r 1, r 2 . . . . .  rq, be linearly independent  real elements  of X~, and 
2a) Such  E 2 e x i s t s  b y  t h e  fo l lowing l e m m a  4.5. 
~') i.e., if x = cr ~ x ~ + c~' yO t h e n  ~t (x) = flo xo + fl, yo w h e r e / ~  = ~o cos (t ~/2) - -  0r sin (t ~/2), 
/5 '=  0t ~ s in (t/~/2) + ct" cos (t ~/2). 
~) N o t e  t h a t  ~ol(y ~ = qaz (ra (x~ = q~(x ~ = 1. 
s s )  [7], l e m m a  3. t .  
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x-- ' - -x '+ix" (x', x"  real) an arbitrary element of Xp. It  follows from these 
definitions that  there exist constants ~t~, x~ (which may be complex) such that  
q q 
t t ,  x ' =  ~,~ir i, x " = ~ j  r;. 
i = i  i=1 
Then x =  x ' + i x "  is a linear combinations of the r i which proves that  the r i 
form a base and q = p .  Thus we may assume that  the elements x 1 . . . . .  xq 
of the origina~ base are all real. But then comparison of 
q "-,q q 
~ = ~ . / i ( i ) x ~  with ~ = ~ . / i ( x ) x i = E l i ( x ) x i  
i=1 i=1 i= l  
shows that  ti (i) = /i (x), i.e., that  the functionals /i(x) are real. Therefore, 
by lemma 4.3 their extensions can also be constructed to be real, and the 
above constructed projection E# is then obviously also real. 
REMARK 4.2. I t  is well known 2~) that  the range X h of the projection (2.1) 
is the space spanned by the solutions of the totality of equations ('~iI-- F)" = 0 
for n = l,  2 . . . . .  If now F and ;ti is real then X h is-invariant under con- 
jugation (lemma 3.5). I t  follows (as shown in the proof of lemma 4.5) that  
X h can be spanned by elements of R, in other words, the dimension mi of 
X h is the number of linearly independent solutions in R of the above equations. 
I t  follows then from theorem 3-t that  the index y" (/) is determined if "F is known 
in R. If F is in addition completely Continlious it also follows that ' i(/)  agrees 
With the Leray-Schander index Of / (cf. [fi] p. 57, 58) .  
THEOREM 4.2. (Product theorem.) L e t / ( x )  = x - - F ( x )  and g(x) = x - -  G(x). 
Let F(x),  G(x), and x - -  (/g) (x) be real and satis/y A', B',..C'. Then 
(4.9) i (l g) = i (l) i (g). 
PROOF. If one of hhe mappings, say [, has index + 1, then by theorem 4.t 
/ is homotopic to the identity map and therefore [g is homotopic to g. We 
have then, again using theorem4A, j ( . /g )=i (g)=l - / ' (g )=/ ' ( / ) ] ' (g ) ,  which 
proves (4.9) in the case considered. Assume now 
( 4 . t  0)  i ( l )  = i ( g )  = - -  t .  
Then by theorem 4.t, / and g are both homotopic to a map of the form 
(4.1t) h(x) = x -- 2~0(x) x ~ with D01l-- 9(x o) = i .  
Then lg is homotopic to h 2, and by theorem 4.1, we have ~(/g) =j(hZ). This 
ec~uality together with (4.t0) shows that  for the proof of (4.9) it. will be suf- 
ficie'nt to show that 
(4.t 2) i (h2) : + 1. 
But  (4.t2) is certainly true since hZ(x ) - - x  as is easily verified from (4.1i). 
~) See e.g., [1], p. 198. 
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5. NON LINEAR MAPS. Let  X be a complex Banach  space,  D a bounded 
open set in X, 9 its closure, and B ~ 9 - - D  its boundary .  We Will define the 
mapp ing  degree and prove  the  h o m o t o p y  p rope r ty  for a class of " s m o o t h "  
mappings  of 9 into X. 
DEFINITIO~ 5.t. A mapp ing  
(5.1) / ( x )  = x - ~ ( x )  
of 9 into X is called smooth  if it satisfies the following conditions: i) in each 
point  x of D, /(x), has a bounded Fr6chet  differential d(x, h)28) which is 
uniformly continuous in x in the  sense tha t  to each posit ive e there  exists a 
d such tha t  
(5.2) II d (x, h) ,-- d (x 0, NI < e II hll for llx - x011 < d; 
ii) d(x, h) (as l inear opera tor  in h) has an inverse d-  ~ (x, h)----l(x, h ) w i t h  a 
b o u n d w h i c h i s  uniform for ' a l l  x ( 9 ;  iii) if the point  y of X is not  on t h e  
image  of the" bouridary B 9 f D ,  then  there are a t  most  a finite n u m b e r  of 
points  x in D which satisfy the equat ion 
(5.3) l(x) y ;  
iv) the linear opera to r  in h, D(x, h ) = h - - d ( x ,  h) satisfies t he  conditions A, 
/3, C of section 2; v) the image of a closed s e t  is closed. 
REMARK 5.t. If  only i) and  ii) are assumed and F(x)  is comple te ly  conti- 
nuous then v) i s au tomat ica l ly  sat isf ied;  so is iii), for it .can be easily seen 
tha t  otherwise there would be a point  x in D Satisfying (5.3)in every neighbor- 
hood of which there would be other  solutions of (5.3) which would be a contra-  
diction to the  l emma 5.t below. I f  in addit ion D (x, h) is complete ly  cont inuous 
(in h) then  iv) is also au tomat ica l ly  satisfied. 
DErlNITIO~T 5.2. L e t / ( x )  be- a smooth  mapp ing  of/~ into X, and :y a point  
of  X which is not on the  image of the  b o u n d a r y / 3  o~ D. We define the  degree 
j([, y, D) of / at  y with respect to D as follows: if (5 .3)has  no solution x in 
D we set ]" (/, y, D) = 0 ;  if there are solutions in D there are by .assumpt ion  iii) 
of definition 5.t only a finite number ,  say xl, x 2 . . . . .  x~. By assumpt ion  iv) 
of definition 5.t for each of the linear operators  in h, d(%, h) (0---- t, , . . ,  r) 
the index jo=j(d(xo,  h)) is defined according to definition 2.1. Let  p be the  
number  of those ]), which are + 1, and q the number  of those which are - -  t .  
Then we define 
(5.4) i(l ,  y,D) = p -- q~). 
28) For fixed x, d(x, h) is a bounded linear operator in h. 
~) In the Leray Schauder theory the equality (5.4) is a theorem (cf. [6], p, 56)i 
In finite dimensional spaces t5 is the numbers of those x for which the Jacobian of /(x). 
is positive, and q the number of those for which it is negative. With 'this interpretation 
(5.4) is the basic definition used as starting poifit in Nagumo's theory for the degree in 
finite dimensional spaces. (See ~8!.) 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let  /(x) = x - - F ( x ) ,  g(x) = x - ' G ( x )  be two  smooth  
mappings  of D into X. Then  / and  g are called homotopic  if for each t in  
the  in terval  0 ~ t ~ l  there  exists a smooth  m a p  
(5.5) / t ( x ) ~ - x - - F ( x , t )  with / o ( X ) = / ( x ) ,  / l ( x ) = g ( x )  
where F(x, t )  is cont inuous in the  product  H = D •  where the  
cont inui ty  in t for f ixed x is uni form for x ( D ,  and  where m o r e o v e r  the  
following two conditions are satisfied: a)  the  Fr6chet  differential  d(x, t, h) 
o f / t  (x) (with respect  to  x) is cont inuous in x in the  sense t ha t  to every  posi- 
t ive s there  exist posi t ive numbers  ~ and z such  t ha t  
lid(x, t, h) - -  d ( x o ,  to, hll < ellhll for Ilx - -  xoll < ~, It - -  tol < ~; 
b) the  inverse d-l(x, t, h) = l (x ,  t, h ) o f  d(x,  t, h) as linear o p e r a t o r i n  h exis ts  
and  is bounded  un i fo rmly  on D, i.e., there exists a posit ive m such t h a t  
(5.6) tl/(x, t, h)ll < mlthll.  
THEOREM 5.1. Let / ,  g be two smooth mappings o/ D into X, and y a point  
o / X  which doesnot lie on the image o/the boundary B O/ D under / or g. We 
assume that / and g are homotopic (De/. 5.3) and that moleover the map (5.5) 
can be chosen such that 




i(/, y,D) = i(g, y,D). 
I t  will be obviously sufficient to show tha t  J(/l, Y, D) i s  con- 
t inuous in t. To do this we first  prove  
. LEMMA 5.t 80): For each t in the unit interval let/t(x) = / ( x ,  t) ~ x - -F (x ,  t) 
be a.map o / D  into X which satisfies conditions i) and ii) o/definition 5.i, ~s 
continuous on the product o / D  with the uni t  interval, and satisfies conditions 
a) and b) o/ definition 5.3. Let zg, 01, ao, bo, and T be positive numbers which 
are chosen as /ollows." 
(5.9) O <  , 9 <  t91< t .  
a o is then chosen in such a way that 
(5.t0) IId(x,t,h) - -d(xo,  t, hH<]lhllzg./m /or I IX-  Xoll< a o 
where m is a number satis/ying (5.6); this choice is possible by assumption i) 
o/ de/init~on 5.1. For b o we then choose any number satis/ying 
(5.t  1) o < bo < ao(l  - -  O i ) /m .  
Let x o be a point o/ D and set 
(5.12) /(Xo,t ) =yo(t )  ( 0 ~ t ~ l ) .  
a0) 1..emma 5.1 and its proof are essentially an adaptation 7to the present purpose of 
results and methods contained in [3]. The proof is here given for the sake of comple[eness 
and of the possibility of referring later on to some of the inequalities contained in it. 
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Then choose T >  0 in such a way  that 
(5.t3) IlYo(t) -- yo(to)ll< bo/2 [or It --  to] < z.  
Final ly  let y be any point o] X which satis/ies 
(5.t4) IIY - y0(t)ll< bo /or It - -  tot < z.  
Then the equation ]or x 
(5.a 5) y = / ( x ,  t) 
has one and only one solutio'n x = x (y, t) which satis/ies 
(5.a6) IIx (t, y) -- xol I < ao (It -- to[< z) 
and this solution is continuous in the product D •  <z}. 
PRoof. Subtracting (5.t2) from (5.t5) and setting 
( 5 4 7 )  { x - -  xo = #, Y - -  yo(t) = ~7, 
/ ( x ,  t) - - / ( X o ,  t) - -  d (Xo, t, x - -  ~o) R (x, ~o, t) 
we see that  the equation for 
(5.18) ~(t) = d(xo, t, ~) + R ( x  o + ~, x o, t) 
is equivalent to (5.t5). Multiplying (5.t8) by d - l = l  and setting 
(5.~9) l(~) = r I ( R  (Xo + ~, xo, t)) = ~ S (Xo, t, ~) 
we obtain for ~ the equation 
(5.20) ~ = ~ (t) + S (x o, t, ~) 
which is still equivalent to (51t5). In order to solve (5.20) by successive 
approximations we prove the following two inequalities: 
( 5 2 a )  I1~11 < ao(a - 0 1 )  
if (5.14) is satisfied, and 
(5.22) I1S(Xo, t, ~") - S(Xo,  t, ~')11 < otiS" - ~'tl 
if 
(5.23) II~"lt<ao, II~'ll<ao. 
The proof of (5.2t) is immediate since by (5A9), (5.6)', (5.17), (5.14), and (5,11) 
IICII < m I1~11 - -  m Ily - Yo (t) ll < m bo < ao (a - -  O1). 
As to the proof of (5.22)we obtain from the definition (5.17) of R using the 
fact that d(x,  t, ~) is linear in its third argument 
(5.24) / R(x~  + ~''' x~ t) - -  R ( x  o + ~', x o, t) 
I = E/(xo + ~", t) - / ( X o  + ~', t)j - a ( x o , t ,  ~" - ~'). 
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If we apply the mean value theorem 31) to the difference in the bracket, the 
right member of (5.24) may be written as 
l 
f {d (Xo + ~'+/3  (~" -  r t, ~ " -  ~') - d (xo,t, ~ " -  ~')) d/3. 
0 
Since (5.23) implies the corresponding inequality for ~'+/3 (~"-- ~') if 0 ~/3 ~ t,  
we see from (5.10) (with h replaced by ~ " - ~ ' )  that  the norm of the above 
integral is <[[,~" ~'[[zg/m. Therefore using (5.6) and the definition (5.t9) of 
S we see that  
IIS(xo, t,~") S(xo, t,~')ll-Ill{R(Xo+:;",xo, t) -R(xo+~' ,xo ,  O}il 
< m [t R (x 0 + ~", x0~ t) -- R (x 0 + .~', x o, t)[[ 
< m II~" - -  ~'ll ~91m 
which proves (5.22). As a special case we note that the inequality 
(5.:25) II S(xo, t, ~)11 < #11~: II 
is obtained from (5.22) by setting ~"--~, ~'--0 since S(x  o, l, 0) = 0  as is seen 
from (5.t9) and (5.17). 
Now from the inequalities (5.21), (5.22), and (5.25) one proves in the well- 
known fashion (see, e.g., [3]) that  the iterations 
~1-~, ~,+l-~ + S(xo, t,~,) (n--  t ,2, . . . )  
are well defined (for ~ and t in the domains specified)and satisfy the inequalities 
11~, ,11<ao(1-~91) / ( t  0'), I I ~ , , - & _ . , ~ < a o O  " - 1  
which show that  ~--~(~, t)--li~moo~, exists uniformly and that  
It~11 < ao ( t  - O~)/O - O) < ao. 
Obviously, ~ satisfies (5.20), and x = x ( y , t )  obtained from ~=~(~it)  by 
(5.17) and (5.19) satisfies (5A5). Thecont inui ty  of x(y,  t) follows from the 
uniformity of the convergence since each iteration ~ is continuous in (~, t). 
The uniqueness of ~ as s/)lution of (5.20) follows in the usual way from (5.22) 
and (5.9). 
We now return to the proof of theorem 5.1. We have to show: if Y--Y1 
is a point of X for which (5.7) is satisfied then thereexists  a 3 >  0 such that 
(5.26) ~'(/~, Yl, D) - -  i(/to, Yl, D) for It -- t0l < ~. 
We distinguish two cases: 
CASE 1. It. maps no point of D on y~. Then by (5:7) no point of the closed 
set D is mapped on y~ by [t,, and it follows from assumption v) of definition 5A 
that  the image under ]to of O has a positive distance from Yz. This again 
implies by definition 5.3 that  for small enough l t--to[,  ya is not image point 
of D under the map ]t. Therefore for such t (5.26) is true, both members of 
the equation being zero by definition 5.2. 
~a) [2]. 
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CASE 2. Yl is image point of D under the m a p h o = / ( x ,  to). Then by  
assumption iii) of definition 5.t there are only a finite number of points in 
D, ~ay x 1, X ~ . . . . .  x'  in D such ' tha t  
(5.27) [(x~ = Yl (0 = t , 2  . . . . .  r) .  
Now by theorem 2.t there exists an e >  0 such that  any bounded linear 
operator le(~) which satisfies the inequality 
(5.28) 1[ d (xe, to, ~) - -  1o(~) ~ < e ~ 
satisfies also the equality 
(5.29) i (a~, to, ~) = i (~ (~)). 
In order to construct the required z we remark first that by assumption a) 
of definition 5.3 it is possible to choose two positive numbers Ta and 3 such 
that  
(5.30) it d (x ~, t o, ~) - -  d (x,  t, ~)t[ < ~ ][~J] 
if 
(5.3t) It -- tol < *x 
and 
(5.32) IIx - x~ < &. 
We now chqose a number a 0 which satisfies the following requirements: 
i) (5.10) is satisfied with Xo= x~; it) we have 
(5.33) la01 < ~; 
iii) the r solid spheres with centers x~ and radius a o are disjoint and contained 
in D. We then choose a number bo subject to the restriction (5.tt), and a 
number z2 such t ha t  
(5.34) [I/(xL t) - / ( x ~ ,  t011 < bd2 
if 
(5.35) I t - - t o l <  *v 
We finally choose a positive number  r 3 as follows: let C be the closure 
of the set obtained from D by cutting out the spheres with centers x ~ a n d  
radius a o, and denote by  ~ (C) the image of C under the map [t. Then f~~ (C) 
does not contain Yl- Therefore by  assumption v) of definition 5A, /t~ 
has a positive distance from Yl. Consequently, there exists a ~s such that  
It(C) does not contain Yx for ]t--t0]<~%; we can then conclude that  for 
some ~ of the set t ,  2 . . . . .  r 
(5.36) I l z - - x ~ B < a  0 if / ( x , t ) = y x  and ]t--tol<. 'g" 8. 
We claim that  (5.26) holds with ~ = mill (~1, TZ, ~s). Indeed, consider ]t = [ (x, t) 
for a t in I t - - t o ] < 3 .  Let 
(5.37) /(xO, t) = yO (t). 
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With the choic of the constants a o, b o, ~ made we can apply lemma 5.t with 
xo= x ~ and yo(t)= yO(t) and see t h a t  the equation 
(5.38) / ( x ,  t) = y 
has for all y satisfying 
(5.39) IlY -- Yo (t)I[ < bo 
one and only one solution xO(y,'t) which satisfies the inequality 
(5.40) II: (y, t) - : II < ao. 
Now by (5.34), (5.27), and (5.37), y=y1=/(xL to) satisfies (5.39). Therefore 
the equation for x 
(5.41) /(x, t) = Yl 
has one and only one solution ~ = x ~ (Yl, t) in (5.40): Then, by  (5.33), x =  
satisfies (5.32). Consequently, since t satisfies (5.3t) we see tha t  d(X~l, t, #,) 
satisfies (5.30), i.e., that  (5.28) is true with l ~ ( ~ ) : d ( ~ ,  t, ~), a n d  gives us 
the equality 
(5.42) i ( d ( : ,  t o, ~)) = i (d(~ ,  t, ~)), 
Since by (5.36) x~, x~ . . . .  x[, are the only solutions in D of (5.4t) we obtain 
by defiflition 5.2 of the degree the desired equality (5.26) by summing (5.42) 
over 0. 
THEOREM 5:2. Let y = / ( x )  be a smooth mapping o/the closure o/ the open 
bounded domain D o / X  into X,  .and Yo a point o / X  which is not situated on 
the image o/the boundary B o / D .  Then there exists a positive number b o Such 
that 
(5.43) i(/, Y, D) =/ ' ( / ,  Y0, D) /or  ]]y -- Y01]< b0. 
PROOF. We detinguish two cases. Case t. No point of D is mapped on Y0. 
Then it  is easily seen from assumption v) of definition 5.t that  for small 
enough IlY--Yol[, the point y is also not in the image of D or B. Therefore 
for such y equation (5.43) is true, both members of the equality being zero. 
CASE 2. Some points of D are mapped on' Yo. in this case let x~, x~ . . . .  , x~ 
be the points of D .which are mapped on Yo: We choose a number a o which 
satisfies the followifig conditions: i) (5. t 0) is satisfied with x o = ~ (0 = t,  2, i . . ,  r) ; 
ii) the equality 
(5.44) i(d(g,~)) =i(d(x,~)) for I Ix--  ~oll< ao. 
holds for. 0 = t ,  2 . . . . .  r, this choice being possible on account of (5.2) and 
theorem .2.t; iii) the spheres with centers ~ and radius a o are disjoint a n d  
lie in D. We then choose a number bo subject to the  following conditions i 
i )  (5.tt) is satisfied; ii) the Spl~ere with radius b o about Yo does not intersect 
the image of B' which choice is possible by assumption v) of definition 5.t ; 
iii) let C be the closure of the complement in D of the union of the spheres 
[ ]x--~l l<ao;  the image of C does not. contain Yo and has therefore (by the 
15* 
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assumption just mentioned) a positive distance from Yo; we choose b 0 less 
than this distance. We claim that  (5.43) is satisfied with this choice of b o. 
Indeed, if IJY--Y0H < bo then the equation ](x)= y can have a solution only 
in one of the spheres LIx- ~ll < ao, and by lemma 5.t ~z) it has exac t ly  one, 
say x ~ x ~ in each of these spheres. Then (5.44) holds for x = x~, and it follows 
from definition 5.2 that  we obtain (5:43) by  summing (5.44) (with x replaced 
by x ~ over ~. 
6. REAL BANACH SPACES. The preceding sections dealt with complex 
Banach spaces. However, it is easy to carry over the theory from such spaces 
to real Banach spaces by imbedding them into a complex Banach space as 
will be done in this section. 
DEI?INITION 6.t. We say that  the real Banach space R is imbedded in 
the complex Banach space X if X has a conjugation (def. 3,t) of the following 
property: let R z be the Banach space over the reals which is formed by  thd 
elements of X which are invariant under this  conjuga t ion~) ;  then R and 
R z are algebraically isomorphic and isometric. 
LEIvlMA6A. Every real Banach space R can be imbedded in a complex 
Banach space. 
PI~OOF. We construct X as follows: the elements x of X are the ordered 
couples x =  (x', x") where x', x'" are elements of R. If x=(x' ,  x") and 
y=(y' ,  y")are two elements of X and ~r a complex number we 
define the linear operations by  
x + y = ( x ' + y ' , x " + y " ) ,  ~ x = ( ~ ' x ' - - ~ " x " ,  odx"+~"x') .  
Finally, following Krein and Gelfand [I. Gelfand, Normierte Ringe, Recueil 
Math,, T. 9 (5t), t941, 3--23, w we define the norm tlx[[ of the element 
x = (x', x ' )  by  [Ixll = sups[Ix' cos ~o + x" sin 911. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let 
( 6 . t )  y = l ( x )  = x - F ( x )  
be a linear non singular map of the real Banach space R into itself with 
completely continuous F(x). Denote by 21, 2~ . . . . .  2p those eigenvalues of 
F(x) which are real greater than t 34). Let m i be the number of linearly in- 
dependent solutions in R of the totality of equations (2ix--F(x))"=O for 
n = 1,2 . . . .  as). We then  define the index/" (D of ] by the equation 
P 
(6.2) i([) -----Y, (-- t) 'nl. 
8~) W e  app ly  l e m m a  3.1 w i t h  l ( x ;  t) =----1(.). 
a3) Cf: Def in i t ion  3.2 a n d  l e m m a  3.1. 
a~) T h a t  t he re  are  a t  m o s t  a f ini te n u m b e r  of  e igenvalues  '> I is a well k n o w n  con-  
sequence  of t h e  comple te  c o n t i n u i t y  of  F .  
as) I t  is well k n o w n  t h a t  m i is finite. 
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I~EOREM 6.t.  Let F(x) satis/y the assumptions o] definition 6.2. Then 
there exists a ~ > 0 o] the ]oUowing property: i[ "g (x) = x - -  G (x) where G (x) 
is completely continuous and 
(6.3) II/-- gll ----IIF -- GII < ~, 
then 
(6.4) i (1) = i (g), 
PROOF. Le t  X be the complex Banach space in which R is imbedded by, 
lemma6A. By lemma 3.2 every element of x of X is of the form 
(6.5) x = x ' + i x "  where x ' = ( x + ~ ) / 2  and x " = ( x - - ~ ) / 2 i a r e i n R .  
We define 
~(x) = F(x') + i~(x"),  [(x) = x - P ( x )  
and G, ~ correspondingly. I t  is then easily verified that  F(x) is a linear com- 
pletely continuous map of X into itself and that  the real points of its: spec, 
trum coincide with the reat eigenvalues of F(x). Moreover, ~(x) is real in 
the sense of definition 3.3 and satisfies the assumptions A', B', C' of section 
3 (cf, remark 3A). Now by remark 4.2 the numbers m~ of definition 6A agree 






i f  
(6.9) 
Therefore 
J (1) = i ( [ )  
i(g) = i(~).  
by theorem 3.2 there exists an e >  0 such that 
J ([) = j (~) 
We now set 6=e/ '2 and claim that  with this ~, (6.3) implies (6.4). Indeed, 
i f  we set H = F - -  G and H =~" -- G, we obtain, recalling (6.5) and (3.3) 
[IF(x) -- G (x)[[ = []/~(x) [1 = []H(x') + ie(x")]] ~[[H[[ {[[x']l + [[x"[[} 
= Ilnll {llx + ~11 + IIx - ~ 1 1 ) / 2  
IIHll {llxll ~+ II~ll} = 2 IIHll. IIxll 
= 2 1 I F  - -  Glll[xll~ 2~llxll = ~llxll 
ttius, proving (6.9) and therefore (6.8). (6.4) follows now from (6.6) and (6.7). 
REMARK 6A. Let R be a real  Banach space. Let D be a bounded open 
set of R, D its closure, B its boundary, and let (6A) be a map of D into R 
with completely continuous (not necessarily linear) F(x). We then cal l / (x)  
smooth i f  i t  satisfies conditions i) and if) of definition 5.1 and  if in addition 
the linear operator in h, D(x, h )=h--d(x ,  h) is completely continuous (cf. 
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Remark 5.t). Perusal of section 5.1 shows then that everything said in this 
section remains valid if the following substitutions are made throughout: 
i) X is replaced by R; if) definition 5.t of a smooth map is replaced by the 
definition just given; iii) references r theorem 2.t are replaced by references 
to theorem 6.1, and definition 2.t by definition 6.2. 
By the preceding remark the degree is defined and homotopy properties 
are established for smooth mapping s in a real Banach space R36). 
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